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Abstract- When multiple traffic flows contend for channel bandwidth, the scheduling algorithm regulating the access to that 
channel plays a key role in ensuring that each flow obtains the required quality of service. Packet and flow scheduling 
algorithms for packet networks has been a topic of interest for a long time since the very inception of communication 
networks. In this paper, we propose improvement over Deficit Round Robin (DRR) algorithm in which we permit negative 
deficit when deficit counter value is less than packet size. This reduces waiting time of packets in backlogged queues and 
improves delay and throughput performance. The proposed algorithm is implemented in NS-2 using routers with CBR and 
HTTP flows. Simulation results shows improvement in delay and throughput with little degradation in jitter. 
 
Index terms- DRR, Quantum, Packet Scheduling, Fair queuing. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Packet scheduling is the process of deciding which 
packet to be sent to outgoing link for transmission. 
Therefore, a scheduling algorithm in packet networks 
has to determine the allocation of bandwidth among 
the users and their transmission order. One of the 
most important tasks of a scheduler is to satisfy the 
QoS requirements of its users while efficiently 
utilizing the available bandwidth resource. 
 
In general an ideal scheduling algorithm should 
ensure fairness among all flows, delay bounds, low 
implementation complexity, efficient in link 
utilization etc. The scenario considered here consists 
of packet queues of various connections (or sessions) 
waiting for transmission through a single output port 
of network node. Scheduler component of network 
node schedules packets based on some policy so as to 
achieve desired performance objectives. 
 
According to internal structure, fair queuing [1] 
schemes are of two types: timestamped and frame 
based (or round robin based). In timestamp based 
schemes, a timestamp is computed and tagged to each 
packet. Packets are sorted based on their timestamps 
and transmitted in that order. These schemes need to 
keep track of time using virtual time function. WFQ 
[2] and WF2Q [3] are the representative algorithms 
for this architecture. Frame based (or Round-robin) 
schedulers typically assign time slots to flows in 
some sort of round-robin fashion. By eliminating the 
sorting bottleneck associated with timestamp 
schedulers, they achieve an O(1) packet processing 
complexity. As a result, they tend to have poor delay 
bounds and output burstiness. DRR [4] and WRR are 
representative algorithms for this architecture. A 
comparative overview of these scheduling schemes 
are presented in [5] in terms of delay bound, flow 
isolation, fairness, loss rate and complexity. 
 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 
 
Round-robin schedulers are also the other broad class 
of work-conserving schedulers. These schedulers 
typically assign time slots to flows in some sort of 
round-robin fashion. By eliminating the sorting 
bottleneck associated with timestamp schedulers, they 
achieve an O(1) time packet processing complexity. 
Some popular round robin based schemes are 
explained below.  
 
(a) DRR 
DRR is a well-known scheduling algorithm [4] 
originally developed for IP networks. It combines the 
ability of providing fair queuing in the presence of 
variable length packets with the simplicity of 
implementation. It exhibits O(1) complexity, 
provided that specific allocation constraints are met. 
As per DRR algorithm (as shown in pseudocode 1) 
queues of different classes are maintained. Packets 
are logically categorized into different classes and 
assigned to a queue of corresponding class. It also 
defines two state variables Deficit Counter (DCi) and 
allocation quantum Qi for each queue. When a queue 
is visited by scheduler, the DCi of that queue is 
increased by Qi. If the size of packet at the head of 
the queue is less than or equal to DCi, the DCi is 
reduced by the size of packet and the packet is 
removed and sent to output port. The process will be 
repeated until either the DCi is less than or equal to 
zero or the queue becomes empty. When these 
conditions occur, the scheduler moves on to serve the 
next non-empty queue. If the queue becomes empty, 
the value of DCi is reset to zero. 
 
Pseudocode 1: Dequeuing operation of DRR 
 
    While (TRUE) do 
       If (ActiveList is not empty) then 
 Remove Head of ActiveList, say flow i 
              DCi =  DCi + Qi ;  
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        While (DCi > 0 and (Queuei not empty) )  do 
          PacketSize = Size(Head (Queuei) );      
 If (PacketSize ≤ DCi) then 
     Dequeue (Queuei); 
      DCi = DCi – PacketSize;        
             Else break;      *skip while loop* 
             If (Empty (Queuei) ) then 
             DCi = 0; 
 Else InsertActiveList(i); 

  
If we denote Qi as quantum assigned to any flow i 
and Q as minimum of all quantum assigned to all 
queues, then flow i gets share fi (=Qi/Q) from DRR 
scheduler. It can be seen that during any period (t1, t2)  
in which flow i is backlogged, the number of bytes 
service from flow i is approximately equal to m·Qi 
where m is number of round robin service 
opportunities received by flow i.  If maximum length 
of packet is Lmax and actual number of bytes serviced 
from flow i during (t1, t2) is Wi(t1, t2), then following 
relation holds 

max21max ),( LQmttWLQm iii         (1) 
 
DRR keeps fairness among connections by handling 
packets of variable length. It provides near-perfect 
throughput fairness and flow isolation at low 
implementation cost. On the other hand, it requires 
that the size of the head-of-line packet is known at 
each packet queue. Low complexity and fast 
processing feature of DRR may be useful to 
implement it at central network node such as BS for 
downlink transmissions.  
 
The Credit based scheduler [6] operates basically in 
the same way as the DRR. However, the scheduler 
attempts to increase the preference for real-time flows 
by using the over-consumed credits in a round to 
other RT flows in proportion to their weights. This 
has the effect of clearing RT packets faster, thus 
improving the QoS of both RT and NRT flows, since 
the latter follow the former. Opportunistic DRR 
(ODRR) [7] is generalization of the DRR algorithm, 
incorporates the channel status for use in wireless 
communications and ensures more efficient use of the 
system resources. 
 
(b) WRR 
The WRR is simple Round Robin based scheduling 
algorithm used in packet-switched networks with 
static weight assigned to connections’ queues. It 
cycles through queues transmitting amount of packets 
from each queue as per its weight, thus guaranteeing 
each connection a fraction of output link bandwidth. 
It has processing complexity of O(1) which make it 
feasible to high speed interfaces in both core and at 
the edge of network. The primary limitation of WRR 
queuing is that it provides correct percentage of 
bandwidth to each service class only if all of the 
packets in all queues are of same size or when mean 
packet size is known in advance. Many enhancements 

over basic WRR are suggested in research works. For 
example, negative deficit weighted round robin 
(NWRR) [8] improves bandwidth utilization rate 
without increasing the total latency and Multi-class 
WRR [9] has efficient latency tuning characteristic.  
 
(c) SRR 
Round robin schedulers described earlier suffer from 
output burstiness because they serve a flow for a 
continuous period of time in proportion to the weight 
of the flow. In order to overcome this problem, SRR 
[10] introduces two key data structures namely 
Weight Spread Sequence (WSS) and a Weight 
Matrix. SRR codes the weights of the flows into 
binary vectors to form a Weight Matrix, and then uses 
a WSS, which is specially designed to distribute the 
output more evenly, to schedule packets by scanning 
a Weight Matrix. SRR possesses better short-term 
fairness and scheduling delay properties in 
comparison with various existing round robin 
schedulers. Since it does not need to maintain any 
tags or states, SRR achieves O(1) time complexity. 
 
III. PROPOSED MODIFIED DRR 
SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
 
DRR compares the size of packet with deficit counter 
(DCi) and serves packet only if DCi value is higher or 
equal to packet size. In this case, large packet may 
lose opportunity to be served if its length is slightly 
less than DCi. To overcome this, we let packet gets 
served as long as DCi is greater than zero without 
bothering whether DCi is greater than or equal to 
length of packet. So in this case DCi may become 
negative after it is updated. But this negative deficit 
will be compensated in the next round. All the flows 
which render negative value of DCi are referred to as 
negative deficit flows.  

 

 
Figure 1: Modified DRR (proposed) Algorithm 

 
As shown in Fig. 1, queues are served in round robin 
fashion each having its own quantum and deficit 
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counter. We begin by checking whether the queue of 
current flow is empty or not. If it is empty, we switch 
to next queue after resetting DCi. If it is non-empty 
DCi value is checked and packet is immediately 
served if DCi > 0 disregarding whether packet size is 
lesser than DCi or not. After packet is sent, DCi is 
updated by subtracting packet size which was served. 
If updated value of DCi is negative (which means 
flow has overshot the quantum) we switch to next 
queue otherwise start operation all over again. 
 
IV. SIMULTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Figure 2: Network topology for Simulations under NS-2 

 
The objective of the simulation experiments is to 
evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm and 
compare with DRR. Simulations also verify that 
proposed scheme indeed improves the throughput, 
drop rate and jitter performance. We conducted 
simulations on NS-2 [11] network simulator. The 
network topology of our set up is shown in Fig. 2 
where senders (S1 to Sn shown as circles) are 
connected to one end to router R1 and sink node is 
connected to router R2. The link connecting routers is 
under consideration for packet transmission. Above 
mentioned DRR and proposed algorithm will be 
implemented in routers. In our experiments, mix 
traffic is generated with CBR sources and HTTP 
sources. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that all 
packets generated by the senders are 1000 bytes long. 

 
Figure 3: Delay plot 

 
Figure 4: Jitter plot 

 
Figure 5: Throughput plot 

  
The delay and jitter plots (Fig. 3 and 4) are obtained 
as a function of number of flows generated by sender. 
As seen from plots, delay performance of proposed 
scheme is better than conventional DRR scheme 
under moderate traffic condition. However, under low 
and very high traffic, both schemes have identical 
delay performance. The jitter plot indicated that 
proposed scheduling scheme has a little higher jitter 
than DRR. This is due to variation in delay caused by 
queues being served by little higher or lower than 
quantum value.    
 
Throughput plot as a function of number of flows is 
obtained and plots are shown in Fig.5. Our method 
achieves higher throughput under medium and high 
traffic condition. This is because our scheduling 
scheme tries to serve an additional packet as 
compared to DRR if queue is non-empty.  This avoids 
long waiting of this packet which otherwise has to 
wait for entire cycle and hence throughput improves. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we investigated round robin based 
packet scheduling schemes which are less complex 
and suited for high speed packet processing.  A 
modified version of DRR is proposed in which works 
on negative deficit forwarding.  Simulation results 
show that proposed algorithm offers improvement in 
delay and throughput under CBR and HTTP traffic as 
compared to DRR. This is achieved at the expense of 
little degradation in jitter. Since, CBR traffic is less 
sensitive jitter, little increase in jitter may not be 
much objectionable. 
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